Caister Castle Caister Castle Caister Castle

CAR COLLECTION CAR COLLECTION CAR COLLECTION

Probably the largest and certainly the best privately
owned motor collection open to the public in the UK.
With very many fine and rare veteran, vintage, classic,
sports and touring automobiles and motorcycles, the
collection contains more than 120 cars and 100 bikes
and ranges from an 1893 Panhard et Levassor, the first
real car in the world - through to a 1990’s customised
Harley Davidson. Various steam cars and electric
vehicles are included as well as Jim Clark’s Lotus, Peter
Rachman’s Cadillac and the very first Ford Fiesta.
Displayed in a purpose built exhibition centre recently
extended from approx. 25,000 sq ft to almost double
the size at 35,000 sq ft, the collection is complemented
by displays of bicycles, horse-drawn vehicles, baby
carriages, pedal cars and other related items.

ADMISSION INCLUDES CAR COLLECTION,
CAISTER CASTLE TOWER & GROUNDS.
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Yarmouth Stadium
From Great Yarmouth (A149)

WEST CAISTER, GREAT YARMOUTH,
NORFOLK NR30 5SN
Easy to find by following the brown tourist signs.

Open 10.00am to 4.30pm daily except Saturdays
from the middle of May until the end of September.
Children aged 5 to 15 half price.
Under 5’s free admission.
Picnic Area
Light Refreshments
Disabled Facilities
Telephone:

01664 567 707

CHILDREN MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
BY AN ADULT.
BUSES BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

www.caistercastle.co.uk
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So much more to see!

Caister Castle
CAR COLLECTION

ninety foot tower remains intact and visitors can climb
to the top for a magnificent view of the castle ruins and
both because it is one of the earliest buildings in
England of importance to be built of brick and also of
its connection with Fastolf and later the Paston family.

